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Dear Lebanon Selection Committee

USI Consultants, Inc. (USI) is pleased to offer professional construction engineering services to the city of 
Lebanon during replacement of the Elmwood Drive Bridge over New Reynolds Ditch. This is a complex project 
requiring extensive communication and outreach to residents impacted by this project. USI is prepared to 
educate and involve the residents of the Elmwood neighborhood while advocating for their best interests 
during construction. 

Scott Dick is our long-standing Construction Services Manager for over 20 years and a respected colleague 
to many in his field throughout Indiana. Scott will oversee our team to keep each member on task and aware 
of details vital to the project schedule. We propose Bart Trester as Project Supervisor. His resume over the 
course of 30 years' experience includes dozens of successfully completed projects with scopes very similar to 
your Elmwood Drive bridge. 

USI is confident you will find our approach to this project to be particularly insightful and client-focused. 
This is all thanks to the unique perspective of our team's Director in Charge, Craig Parks, PE. Considering his 
technical expertise, local knowledge, and personal involvement in the Lebanon community, Craig sees this 
project from all angles. 

USI provides a stress-free solution to construction management projects. We deliver weekly updates to 
project owners via email. Scott is also always ready quickly to explain your solution and cost impact options to 
issues as they arise. 

Lebanon… USI is here to help you! We are fully dedicated to this project’s path to success. We will keep 
the City up-to-date every step of the way. Thank you for considering our USI Team. We look forward to 
completing this project with you.

Sincerely,

USI Consultants, Inc. 

Michael J. Obergfell, PE
Principal in Charge

Craig Parks, PE 
Director in Charge

Scott Dick 
Project Manager

City of Lebanon
Elmwood Drive Bridge Replacement 
over New Reynolds Ditch

WORK SPLIT

USI Consultants | 100% 

13.1

Terracon | Added Value (if desired) 

Vibration Monitoring 
& Material Testing

8415 East 56th St. | Indianapolis, IN 46216
317.544.4996

USI HEADQUARTERS

TEAM ORGANIZATION

Scott Dick

Project Manager

Michael Obergfell, PE

Principal in Charge

Craig Parks, PE*

Director in Charge

Katie McLear
Client Liaison

Support Staff & Subconsultants

Stephen Brellenthin,LPG 

Mike Wigger, PE

Vibration Monitoring 
& Material TestingBart Trester

Construction Supervisor

Kevin Harris
Construction Inspector

Natalie Parks, PE*
Utility Coordination

City of Lebanon

*Long-Time Lebanon Residents
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Scott brings 28 years experience 
of Construction Management and 
Inspection services in Indiana. His 

demand for quality workmanship is 
evident in projects completed for 

our clients throughout those years! Scott serves as 
USI’s Construction Services Department Manager and 
makes sure ALL projects are constructed in accordance 
with the plans, project scope, and specifications. 
Applying a “hands-on” approach in all responsibilities, 
Scott sees that all decisions and communications are 
clear between the owner/client and provides the 
information necessary for decisions to be made in a 
timely fashion. As conclusions and assessments based 
on in-field conditions arise, he coordinates all the 
information with the USI team.

Scott Dick | Project Manager

Project Experience
• Boone County Bridge #314 - Main Street over 

Prairie Creek, Lebanon, IN 
Scott oversaw construction of this timber bridge 
located on Main Street, just west of the entry to Oak 
Hill Cemetery. The project had tight construction 
limits with homes in very close proximity. 
Construction was completed in 2016. 

CERTIFICATIONS
• INDOT Certified Technician, All Disciplines

• INDOT Storm Water Management (Level 1)

• INDOT SiteManager

Bart has served as the Project Supervisor on many similar 
projects throughout Indiana, gaining a favorable reputation in 
his field and even being requested by client's by name. 

By creating a seamless and stress-free communication highway, 
he effectively coordinated all aspects from notice-to-proceed through final 
completion between county and state dually funded FHWA/Local contracts. Bart’s 
immediate up-front “hands-on” philosophy, provides swift coordination with area 
utilities and contractors. His approach has mitigated serious impacts to utility 
relocations and project schedules ensuring ON-TIME and IN-BUDGET project 
completion. 

Kevin has well over a decade in construction management and inspection services. He uses his 
construction management expertise to ensure the highest level of quality assurance with numerous 
projects from site survey, construction inspection, environmental, and various transportation projects. 

Having worked on projects for the Indianapolis Department of Public Works, Indiana Department of 
Transportation, Local Public Agency and private sectors, Kevin always focuses on conforming to specification 

to make sure projects are done seamlessly on-time and in-budget.

Bart Trester | Project Supervisor

Kevin Harris | Project Inspector

CERTIFICATIONS

• INDOT Certified Technician, All 
Disciplines

• INDOT SiteManager

• INDOT Construction Storm 
Water Training

• INDOT Technical Application 
Pathway Approval

• ACEC Indiana Resident Project 
Representative Training 

Project Experience
• 16th Street over Little Eagle Creek, IDPW - USI's team 

is currently overseeing construction of this project 
reconstructing the 16th Street bridge over Little Eagle 
Creek south of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 
Construction be complete by November 2022, well in 
advance of the Elmwood project's revised construction 
schedule. 

• Bridge #202 Rehabilitation, Boone County  
Bart served as the construction supervisor during 
rehabilitation of Boon County Bridge #202. This project 
included elements similar to those anticipated for the 
Elmwood Bridge project including an urban setting, 
aesthetic design elements, and multi-stakeholder 
coordination including Boone County. Construction of this 
project was completed in 2020 and cost $1.95M.

• Pagoda Drive Bridge over Pleasant Run in Garfield Park, 
IDPW - Bart oversaw the construction of a historic arch 
bridge at the entrance to Garfield Park was replaced with 
a similar structure. In addition, a historic retaining wall was 
repaired in conjunction with the structure replacement. 

• Historic Bridge #13 Relocation in Blue River Park & 
Replacement Structure, Shelby County  
Bart supervised construction of this historic select 
bridge rehabilitation and relocation concurrent with the 
construction of the new bridge being put in place of the 
old bridge. This project was completed in 2019 at a cost of 
$1,982,245

Key Staff
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Scott is responsible for 
initiating routine and 
proactive communication 
with City officials. An 
immediate resolution may 
not be available, but we will 
always let you know when 
we’ll have the answer. 

24-HOUR 
RESPONSE 
PROMISE

INSPECTOR 
CERTIFICATION
Each member of our 
inspection team has all of 
the following certifications. 

Testing Requirements Trained

SiteManager Certified

Fully INDOT CTP Certified

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Quality Responsiveness Budget Schedule

Average USI

ABOVE AVERAGE 
 
USI construction 
inspection projects 
consistently receive 
above average 
scores during INDOT 
evaluations. 

Key Staff & Team Info

Indianapolis Avenue, Phase 1 
City of Lebanon 
While at a previous firm, Craig assisted the 
city of Lebanon to secure Federal funding 
for the reconstruction of approximately ½ 
mile of Indianapolis Avenue from a 2-lane 
road (previously US 52) with shoulders 
into a wide 2-lane boulevard section with 
curb & gutter, grassed median, storm 
sewer system & rain gardens, bike lanes, a 
separated multi-use path and two single-
lane roundabouts.

Bridge #311 (Williams St over Prairie Crk) 
Boone County  
While the Boone County Engineer, Craig was 
the employee of responsible charge (ERC) for 
this bridge rehabilitation project located directly 
adjacent to the Grant Street project. He secured 
a Community Crossings Grant for the project 
and led the coordination efforts between the 
County and the city of Lebanon as well as 
coordinating the project planned schedule with 
the Administration of Central Elementary School 
and the Lebanon Community School Corporation.

Craig has over 20 years of experience and is recognized as a leader in 
the transportation industry. Having lived in Lebanon practically his entire 
career, Craig is acknowledged locally for his work and volunteer activities 

throughout the Lebanon community. Before joining USI, Craig served as the 
County Engineer and Highway Department Director in Boone County, Indiana.

Craig has extensive experience in the development, design, and management of major 
transportation infrastructure projects. Craig has a demonstrated talent for identify critical 
project elements and preparing action plans to overcome any obstacles a project might present. 

Stephen is a Project Geophysicist at Terracon and supports 
one of the largest geophysical and non-destructive 
testing groups in the country. Stephen’s diverse field 

background provides insight and experience for complex 
technical projects. His work is primarily focused on supporting 

geotechnical infrastructure projects, providing subsurface information in an effort 
to assist with minimizing cost and impact of traditional exploratory methods 
to the site. His projects have ranged from assessing the orientation of existing 
structures to evaluating the geologic risk (i.e. karst) of planned infrastructure 
projects such as roadways and bridge foundations. 

Terracon is one of USI’s most trusted 
partners, always delivering superior-quality 
work. USI has partnered with them on many 

projects over the past several years and our designers have a strong working 
relationship with their team. Terracon has served as the prime consultant or 
subconsultant on 10,500+ Federal Government projects over the past 10 years 
and boasts a wide range of field and laboratory capabilities, a reservoir of 
registered engineers, geologists, and other credentialed professionals.

Craig Parks, PE | Director in Charge Stephen Brellenthin, LPG - Project Geophysicist

Project Experience
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Project Approach

Elmwood Bridge History 
This single-span steel beam structure was constructed long ago as a private bridge over Prairie Creek 
between the Town of Ulen and the Elmwood Subdivision. Both the bridge and Elmwood Drive were 
considered private infrastructure, until the city of Lebanon accepted Elmwood Drive as a public street a 
few years ago. The bridge serves as the only access into and out of the Elmwood Subdivision. Although it is 
not considered historic, The Town of Ulen is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Special care 
will be taken by the USI team to preserve the aging infrastructure and homes within the historic town.

Project Overview 
The new bridge will be a 26’-4” long single-span concrete slab bridge with new bridge railing replicating 
original bridge rail. Approaches will be constructed using HMA pavement and concrete bridge 
approaches. Pilaster columns will be constructed at each end of the structure and semi-elliptical rail will 
be constructed between them. The existing abutments will be removed, and the new foundation will be 
constructed using piles.

The project was originally bid in May 2022 but received no bidders. This project is scheduled to be re-bid 
with that date still to be determined. It is our understanding the City is now planning to construct the 
project in Spring 2023.

Special Considerations 
Avoid Damage to Older Infrastructure 
Most of the infrastructure in this area was constructed nearly a century ago with the Town of Ulen. 
Vibrations from construction are often blamed for cracking and damage to existing infrastructure - 
including the nearby homes and the existing sewer line on the south side of the structure. We recommend 
pre-condition inspections and vibration monitoring during construction for adjacent properties. Pre-
boring the piles could also alleviate vibrations to avoid damage to this area’s infrastructure.

Terracon is on our team to perform these services as an added value if the city 
of Lebanon wishes to proceed with the recommendations. Stephen Brellenthin 
specializes in this type of work and is familiar with the city of Lebanon. He 
provided this same service around the Boone County Courthouse during the 
City’s downtown reconstruction.

Unexpected Utilities  
It is our understanding that the present utilities have already relocated and/or abandoned their 
facilities. However, in older neighborhoods such as Ulen and Elmwood, there are often unknown utilities 
encountered during the construction. As an added benefit, USI’s Utility Coordinator, Natalie Parks, PE 
works primarily from her home less than 1,000’ from the Elmwood structure. If the need arises, she will 
be at the project site in a moment’s notice.  
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Maintenance of Traffic  
Access to the neighborhood will be maintained through the Perdue’s drive at 2423 Elmwood 
Drive. Our team will build a rapport with the neighborhood residents and recommend the 
City host a community kickoff meeting so residents can meet the project team and establish a 
protocol for open communication. Craig and Natalie Parks know many individuals who live in the 
Elmwood Subdivision and would be available to attend this meeting to introduce the project team 
and build immediate rapport. The Ulen Country Club could serve as a perfect meeting place for 
an informal session where residents can become familiar with the contractor and our inspectors.

A proactive plan to accommodate mail and other deliveries (UPS, FedEx, Amazon, etc.) should 
be established. The City may want to ask the contractor to develop specialty signs at the closure 
location south of the bridge to direct carriers to the detour route.  

Coordination with Boone County 
We understand that this bridge is being reconstructed by Lebanon but will ultimately be 
incorporated into Boone County’s bridge inventory. Craig Parks, PE, former Boone County 
Engineer, lives near this structure and will be available to answer any questions related to Boone 
County expectations. Our team will invite the Boone County Highway Department to all status 
meetings and send them weekly status reports.

As construction of the structure nears completion, our team will coordinate with VS Engineering, 
Boone County’s NBIS inspection firm, to plan the inspection and load rating analysis required for 
Boone County to accept this structure into their inventory. 

Scope of Work Alternatives 
The USI team can provide as much inspection oversight to your project, depending on your needs 
and budgetary constraints. Therefore, we are providing options for these services. Associated 
fees for each service will be provided in the separate sealed envelope. 

Project Approach

• Estimated Inspection time in field 
– 4 hours per day, 3 days per week

• Daily and Weekly Reports
• Pay Estimates
• Change orders
• Track pay quantities
• Compile digital copy of tickets
• Submit digital final construction 

records
• Pre-construction conference
• Final Inspection

Periodic Inspection Full-Time Inspection (Recommended)

• Estimated Inspection time in field – 
6 hours per day, 5 days per week

• Measure and track pay quantities
• Compile digital copy of tickets and 

verify amount used
• Progress meetings

Periodic Services plus: 

Other Recommended Services
• Community Kickoff Meeting 
• Vibration Monitoring (Terracon)

Accountability & Scheduling
• Hold regular stakeholder meetings throughout construction to address 

questions 

• Address issues swiftly and respond to RFI’s in a timely manner 

• Complete daily agreement on work completed with the contractor’s field 
personnel

• Complete final construction records in less than 45 days

Documentation
• Take pre-construction photos and documentation of existing conditions 

• Provide detailed project records using Appia Construction Management 
Software 

Communication
• Maintain professional communication with city of Lebanon, contractors, 

subcontractors, utility representatives, and local residents

• Maintain communication with area residents to swiftly resolve issues 
that may arise (while keeping Lebanon and Boone County in the loop!)

• Keep negotiations with contractors and subcontractors firm, but fair 

Project Understanding
• Have a complete, detailed understanding of the plans and specifications 

• Review all maintenance-of-traffic and construction plans - providing 
value engineering solutions so that the city of Lebanon receives the best 
financial investment 

Project Management Key Elements  
USI's project management services include the following 
services.
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Pagoda Drive over Pleasant Run, Indianapolis DPW

Led by Supervisor Bart Trester, USI oversaw the construction of 
the $2.0M Pagoda Drive over Pleasant Run Structure Replacement 
in Indianapolis, Indiana. This historic arch bridge at the entrance 
to Garfield Park was replaced with a similar structure. The 
existing structure with a 70’ span Reinforced Concrete Arch bridge 
on a 19 deg skew. The roadway has 33’-10” clear roadway width. 
The project also included restoration of the existing retaining 
walls, new sidewalk and spandrel walls. Construction was 
completed in Fall 2020. 

Bridge #314 Replacement, Boone County 

USI designed and oversaw the construction of Boone 
County Bridge #314 which carries Main Street over 
Prairie Creek. 

A timber bridge was selected for the replacement 
because of economy, aesthetic appeal, and 
performance in a residential setting. Because of 
the residential setting, there was a concern that 
vibrations during the pile driving operations would 
cause damage to the foundations of nearby homes. The selection of a timber structure allowed 
USI and Terracon (formerly Earth Exploration) to develop an innovative solution to address this 
vibration problem. During construction, under supervision of Scott Dick, our team pre-drilled pile 
holes, set studded piles in the holes, and then filled the holes with concrete. This eliminated the 
need to drive piles with a hammer and eliminated vibration.

USI helped Boone County install a cost-effective, attractive, bridge replacement as which did not 
damage surrounding homes. This forward thinking helped eliminate problems that may have 
developed during construction, which helped minimize cost and helped the County maintain good 
relationships with the surrounding residents.

Bridge #202 Rehabilitation, Boone County 

USI designed the rehabilitation and oversaw 
the construction of Boone County Bridge 
#202 over Eagle Creek. The new structure 
is a 254’ long, five-span built-up steel girder 
structure.

Construction, supervised by Bart Trester, was 
complicated in close proximity to an existing 
pedestrian truss bridge that was built after the original bridge was constructed. 
Riprap scour protection was added to interior piers, and on-site tree mitigation 
was required by the permitting agency. Aesthetic treatments to the bridge 
consisted of a chiseled limestone form-liner, two-toned stain color scheme 
added to the railing and new decorative lighting on the structure.

The project required significant coordination with various agencies within the 
Town of Zionsville due to project’s proximity to Lions Park, impacts to their trail 
system, and their requests to incorporate aesthetic features for this prominent 
structure at the entrance to their historic downtown. Construction was 
completed in September 2020 and cost $1.95 M. 

30th St Bridge over Little Eagle Creek, Indianapolis DPW

USI managed the construction of this 30th street project, 
which consisted of removing the old bridge deck and beams. 
The existing abutments and pier remained. New beams were 
set and a new bridge deck was poured in place. The project 
supervised by Bart Trester, was completed in 3 phases to allow 
for traffic to remain open during construction. There was some 
minor sidewalk work. This project was completed in November 
2017 at a cost of $1.02M.

Project Experience 

16th Street Bridge over Little Eagle Creek, Indianapolis DPW

This project will 
reconstruct the 16th 
Street Bridge over Little 
Eagle Creek, just south 
of the Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway. USI 
teamed up with JQOL, 
RGI, and Veteran Right-
of-Way for this project 
- the same team we 
are currently proposing. Project Supervisor, Bart Trester, attended the pre-
construction meeting to prepare for construction starting in May. The new 
structure will use the existing foundations, and replace the superstructure a 
with new concrete bridge deck, sidewalks, and bridge rail. The end bents will 
also be reconstructed to provide semi-integral end bents, thus reducing water 
infiltration at the bents. Overall, the new structure will be a 3-span bridge 
130’-8” in length with 2 lanes east bound, and three lanes west bound. The 
project will be constructed in phases, under traffic, using a temporary signal. 
Rehabilitation work will also be completed to prevent scour at the piers, and 
patch the piers as needed. 

Pre-Construction


